Northeast Area Elementary Boundary Study Public Comments

- **9/23/2021, 13:15 hours, D. Alexandria.**
  We moved to this area to attend Joppa View. We are 5 mins away from Joppa View.

- **9/26/2021, 00:32 hours, A Blair.**
  I am within a mile of the new NE elementary school and am very upset that my child will still bussed to a school many more miles away. We bought our house due to the fact that the schools were going to be built right in our neighborhood and now the school that we didn't want our child attending is still the home school. Why are you bussing kids across town when a school in your neighborhood is available?

- **10/14/2021, 17:10 hours, N. Connis,**
  Hi, Would it be possible to look at keeping PB506 and PB507 with the PB505, PB508, PB509, PB510, PB511 Joppa View group in options A, D, and E? Separating PB506 and PB507 from Joppa View unnecessarily separates a relatively cohesive neighborhood. There has to be a better way to group these populations of kids than by splitting the neighborhood. Thank you, Nick

- **10/28/2021, 21:46 hours, D. Sword**
  Looking at the two options up for the public meeting, I only question why Vincent Farm's area continues to reach so far down towards and into what is considered Rosedale. Especially when the communities off of Franklin Square Dr. and King Ave. are so close to Northeast versus the hike to Vincent Farm. Specifically King Arthurs Circle Community directly off of King Ave.

- **11/08/2021, 13:58 hours, Anon.**
  This splits PB506 and PB507 from the rest of the neighborhood (PB501 isn't accessible as the only connection is via Belair Road and there are no sidewalks). These neighborhoods are much closer to several other schools, such as Perry Hall Elementary and Joppa View Elementary than they are to NE. There is a rather substantial distance and this distance also crosses major streets, such as White Marsh Boulevard (43).

  There is massive housing being developed near the White Marsh Mall that I don't feel is being factored in fully and we will quickly see that the new NE school will be overcrowded (even with the Red House Run expansion). This will result in another redistricting. How viable is this for middle and high school? This nearly violates every secondary consideration and I don't believe it's in the best interest of any of these affected students.